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TEMPLATE 
Tenancy Cover Sheet 

‘Allotment Promise’ 
      

Your Details 
Name:         Plot Reference:  

 

Keys Issued: Amount Paid:     Date: 

Please ensure these keys are returned to the council upon termination of your agreement, along with 

your banking details in order to process your refund. 

Site Representative Details for ……………… Site 
Name    Plot Number   Phone Number    E-mail:  

Due to the number of plots being handed back to the council in an unsatisfactory condition, it has become 

necessary to highlight certain aspects of the tenancy agreement and the action the council may take. 

Please ensure you have adequate time and resources (both physical and financial) to maintain and 

cultivate an allotment plot and understand the hard work involved prior to signing this ‘promise’ and your 

tenancy agreement.   

I understand that:  
I am responsible for clearing or covering my plot within the first 6 weeks of signing the tenancy agreement 

I am responsible for all items on the plot both planted, deposited, or built on the site. This responsibility 

includes all items present at the time of taking over the plot.  

Only materials intended to assist, enhance, or which are designed for the purpose of normal allotment 

activity, is to be brought onto, or stored on a plot and must either be utilised for the intended purpose within 

one month or removed from the site. 

I must cultivate a minimum of 50% in the first 12 months and then a minimum of 75% by the end of the 

second year. My plot must be kept weed free and tidy. Uncultivated areas may be protected using 

heavy duty ground covering (but not carpet).  

In the event I am unable to clear or work my plot i.e., ill health, holiday etc, it will be necessary for me to 

arrange for someone else to maintain my plot or cover it. 

Written consent is required for sheds, poly tunnels, greenhouses (all to be placed in a minimum of 0.5 

metres be from the boundary), poultry, beehives, wildflowers, fruiting trees and grassed areas.  

On the termination of the tenancy, I shall remove any shed, greenhouse or any other structure from my 

allotment plot unless the council agrees otherwise. If the building/structure has to be removed by the 

council, the removal costs will be recharged to me. 

On the termination of the tenancy, I shall leave the plot in a clean and tidy condition, free from weeds and 

overgrowth and remove all non-allotment equipment/items. If in the opinion of the council, the plot has 

not been left in a satisfactory condition, any work carried out by the council to return the plot to a 

satisfactory condition shall by recharged to me.  

I am also responsible for keeping the pathways surrounding my plot, strimmed and all boundaries clear, 

cutback and tidy. 

I must not cause, commit, or suffer any nuisance or annoyance to other plot holders, neighbouring residents 

of the allotment site or council staff and must conduct myself appropriately at all times. 

I understand and have read the allotment promise and tenancy agreement.  

 

Signature:______________________________________                           Date____________________       



 

 



 

  



 

 



 
 

Harwich Town Council Allotments 

Frequently Asked Questions 

 - How often do I have to pay rent? - Upon initial tenancy occupancy, thereafter invoices are 

sent in September each year for payment of rent and water charges for your plot(s). 

  

 - What do I do if I lose my gate/tap key? - These can be bought from the council office 

during opening hours and are costed at £10 per key which is fully refundable at the end of the tenancy, 

with the return of the key(s). 

  

 - Can I put a shed on my plot? - Yes, you need to seek permission from the council first and 

make sure any structure (sheds/polytunnels/greenhouses) are no bigger than 1.8m x 2.4m in size and are 

no closer than 0.5m from the boundary of your plot. 

  

 - Can I grow wild flowers? - Yes you can, permission must be granted by the council first.  

Flowers are to be grown in a raised bed with a size of 2m x 2m for a 10 rod plot of 1m x 1m for a  5 rod 

plot. 

  

 - What if I cannot work my plot for a short period of time? - No problem, you will need 

to arrange for someone to work your plot for you, and be sure to make the council office know. 

  

 - Can I cover my plot? - Yes, the council sell black plastic suitable for allotments at a very        

competitive rate of £10.20 per 20sqm. Contact the council office to order some. 

  

 - Am I able to have a bonfire on my plot? - Yes, bonfires must only occur after 6.00pm      

between March and September and after 3.00pm between October and February. Bonfires must be   

supervised at all times and water must be to hand at all times. 

  

  - Can I plant trees? - Yes you can. You must seek permission from the council first, and all trees 

grown on plots will be closely monitored by the council. No allotment tree should be taller than 4m and 

must not cause nuisance to any neighbouring plots. 

  

  - Can I have a second plot? - Yes you can. Your current must be to a satisfactory condition 

deemed by the council and you can be added to the waiting list. 


